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THE COURT: Get the jury in.

COURT OFFICER: All rise.
(Jury enters courtroom; the following

occurred: )
THE COURT: Please have a seat. Good morning,

ladies and gentlemen.
JURORS: Good morning.

THE COURT: We're ready to continue.
Mr. Gastman, you want to call your next witness

please.
MR. GASTMAN: Yes. Thank you, your Honor. At

this time, we call Dr. Gary Thomas to the witness stand.

(Witness approaches witness stand.)

THE CLERK: Good morning.

THE WITNESS: Good morning.

17 DOC TOR GAR Y THO M A 8, a witness called

18 on behalf of the Plaintiff, having first been duly sworn/affirm,

19 took the stand and testified as follows:

20,

21

22

23

24

25

THE CLERK: Please have a seat. State your name

and your professional address for the record.
THE WITNESS: Dr. Gary Thomas. Office address:

10 Union Square East, New York, New York 10003.

THE COURT: You may inquire.

MR. GASTMAN: Thank you.
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1 DIRECT EXAMINATION

2 BY MR. GASTMAN:

3

4

5

A.

Q.

Dr. Thomas, good morning.

Good morning.
I want to point out what others have pointed out to

6 me. The acoustics in this room are not good so just keep your

7 voice elevated so everybody can hear you. Thank you.
8 Doctor, are you licensed to practice medicine in the

9 State of New York?

10
11,

A.
Q:

Yes, I am.
And for approximately how long have you been so

12 licensed?

13
14

A.

Q.

Since 1995.
Do you presently maintain a medical office somewhere

15 in New York City?

16 A. Yes, I do. I have an office in Beth Israel Medical

17 Center in Union Square and in Brooklyn affiliated with Methodist

18
'•• r.

19

;Hospital.

Q. Thank you. Doctor, your medical practice, is it some

20 sort of medical specialty?

21 A. My specialty is pain management, which I'm board

22 certified in anesthesiology and pain management. My practice is

23 now exclusive to pain management, interventional pain

24 management, medication management and the treatment of patient's

25 with severe injuries.
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Q~. Doctor, I heard the word ncertificationn somewhere in
there. Are you board certified in some way in the field of

medicine?
A. I'm board certified by the American AMA medical board

in both anesthesiology and pain management. It's a test with
oral -- two-day oral and written test testing your knowledge.
About 30 percent of doctors become certified and they're usually
the teachers, the professors, the ones that go to tertiary care
center to relieve the other doctors in the movement of medicine.

Q. Doctor, could you please tell us what type of patients
you typically see in your office?

A. Pain management is a broad field that takes care of
patients with different type of pain disorders. My real -- my
specific certification is in interventional pain management
where I see patients, take a history, and I see patient's with
cancer'pain, crush injuries, burn injuries, patients with
neuropathy such as diabetic neuropathy, HIV neuropathy, post
chemo destruction of the nervous system, brain injuries.

Any time the body becomes damaged and it needs chronic
care, especially when the nervous system becomes damaged where

21 it needs specialized care, is where I come in. I often become
22 the primary care doctor for their injuries. I would often
~3 :organ;ze the orthopedic doctors, ,therehap doctors, other
24 specialists to come in and manage but 11m the doctor that sees
25 them on a weekly or monthly basis giving them pain medications,
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doing the specialized procedures into the crushed joint, damaged
nerve, installing the computer into the nervous system to
reprogram the nerves. Half my time is spent in the operating
room; half my time is spent in managing patient care.

Q. Thank you. Doctor, as you know, this case, what's
brings us all together, is Mr. Leonel Pinto. Is he a patient of
yours?

A. Yes, he is.
Q. I see you have your chart with you. Doctor, you

should also know through the subpoenaed records process a copy
of your file is marked into evidence.

Doctor, can you tell us approximately when did Mr.
pinto begin to come under your care?

A: I first saw Mr. Leonel pinto in 9/27 2007,
September 27, 2007.

Q. And, Doctor, when you met with the patient for the
first time, did you get something of a history to find out what
brought him into your office?

A. Yes. Mr. Pinto describes severe pain in his left
hand, radiating up his arm, through his forearm, elbow,
)shoulder, described as severe, eight out of ten. I asked Mr.
pinto a history of how this happened and he described that he
was during -- while at work, he fell down some stairs while
carrying heavy boxes. I believe it's some sort of ceramic tile.
As he fell, he injured his hand and the boxes fell on the hand
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1 with a crush injury to the hand and fingers causing open
c

2 fractures. Patient was taken to the hospital. I believe it

3 was -- I don't recall, possibly Montefiore Hospital and where

4 they placed open reduction and pins of the broken bones. The

5 finger was essentially completely shattered off, dislocated from

6 the other hand and there was crush injury along the other

7 fingers as well.
8 After the initial care at the hospital, he followed up

9 with other orthopedic doctors where he had subsequent care of

10 removing the pins, physical therapy and initial, you know,

11 simple pain medication from the doctors.
12 When it was apparent that the patient wasn't improving

13 and he was having a severe neuropathic pain, he was referred to

14 me because my specialty is in the complex regional pain

15 syndrome, damaged nerves, trying to rehabilitate nerves, nerving

16 programming. He was sent to me because of this burning nerve

17 pain that had rated eight out of ten on a daily basis,

18 especially whenever he moved or used his hand or even touched it

19 or exposed to cold weather. It's a syndrome. It happens with

20 injuries.

21 Q. Thank you Doctor. Now, Doctor, the crush injury as

22 was explained to you by the patient, would that be a painful

23 injury?

.~.'

24

25

A.

Q .

Yes, very painful.
Doctor, your understanding of the injury that took
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1 place at Montefiore Hospital on the evening of the accident that

2 involved metal wires inserted into the hand, true?

3

4

5

A.

Q.

A.

Yes.
Would that surgical procedure be painful?

That would be very painful. A patient would wake up

6 with essentially wires sticking out of his skin, almost like

7 from some science fiction movie, it would be very painful. You

8 couldn't move it. Any touching of the wires is extremely

9 painful. Due to this -- due to the crush injury, the damage and
.I

10 the cutting of the nerves and the subsequent immobili2ation, the
.~. 'ltl;', ••,1, ~".:;:

11 neuropathic syndrome set in which is one -- has been a dominant

12 feature throughout his pain, not only the destruction to the

13 joint, the damage to the tendons, the loss of function but the

l4 severe burning pain has been a dominant feature throughout his

15 care.

16 Q. Doctor, if you would, could you please walk us through

17' 'the treatment that you and your office provided to Mr. Pinto as

18 a result of this accident?

19 A. When we first saw him, he was in severe pain, almost

20 crying when because of the severe pain shooting down his arm.

21 He had been on physical therapy which he had to stop because of

22 the severe pain. He couldn't even touch the hand. He was

23 ,hypersensitive. It was red and blotchy and with the fingers

2~ "with the cut nerve, numb. So the cut nerves are numb and all

25 the hand around it was hypersensitive.
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Due to the severe pain, we did a immediate steroid
injection, a cervical, epidural steroid injection to just to try
to calm the nervous system down by putting steroids on to the
nerves that go down into the arm. We did this on September 27,
2009. We also gave him oral medications for nervous pain
system, for the nerves, neuropathic pain. And we put in
~uthori~ation for more advanced radio frequency sympathectomy
for the left upper extremity also known as nerving programming
in order to turn down that severe neuropathic burning pain or
the complex neuropathy also known as a subtype of complex
regional pain syndrome that he had and was referred to me and

8

that after discussions with Dr. Lenzo when he came to the office
Dr. Lenzo was very worried this was the complex --

MR. BLEECKER: Objection, your Honor.
THE COURT: Sustained.

Q. Doctor, getting back to your initial office visit.
That was September 27, 2007; is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And it was on that date yo~ gave Mr. Pinto his
first cervical epidural steroid injection, true?

A. Yes.

Q. Doctor, what are trigger point injections?
A. Trigger points injections are injections for locked

muscles. Due to his nerve injury, the nervous system pain went
up the arm, the contractures of the arm. A trigger point
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1 injection is an injection into the contracted muscles that had

2 occurred in his forearm, arm and neck and shoulder area due to

3 severe nerve pain.
.~:..-~

4 Q. So that's different than the epidural steroid

5 injection, correct?

6

7

A.
Q.

Yes, it is.

Did Mr. Pinto receive trigger point injections from

8 you on the initial office visit in addition to the cervical

9 steroid injection?

10
11

A.

Q.

Yes, yes, he did.
Okay. And, Doct~r, was there also any medication,

12 oral medication prescribed to the patient at that time?

13 A. He was already on an antiinflammatory so we continued

14 that. We started him on gabapentin or Neurontin which is a

15 nerve pain medication to calm down the burning, shooting pain in

16 his hand.

17 Q. Doctor, let me stop you right there. Neurontin, is

18 ,-.that pain medication in the ordinary sense or is this something

1~ different?

20 A. I would say it's an atypical pain medication. It's

21 used to calm nerves that are damaged or hyperexcited. It's used

22 for seizures. Whenever you have damage to the brain, the nerves

23 can misfire and cause a seizure. When you have a crushed injury

24 to a nerve, the nerve essentially arks. It's like a wire that

25 ratches into it; it arches out. By giving medication and the
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1 procedure we talked about, we can calm down the shooting,

2 burning pain down the arm. Due to his severe pain, we also gave

3 him Skelaxin which is a strong muscle relaxer to release the

4 axial and extremity muscles.

5 Q. Okay. Now, Doctor, you said something about seeking

6 authorization for radio frequency sympathectomy something?

7 A. It1s a -- it's a long word for putting an electrode

8 into the spine. The nervous system -- the ganglion, that

9 controls pain, that goes down into the arm. It's done on the
of

10 side of the patient's neck with a 9-inch needle that goes down
'",-~~. ': ':~:.: :",~J 11 into the spine and emits a computer energy which is a very

12 strong energy, also like microwave or laser and I applied it to

13 the sympathetic change or the of the ganglion. This is part of

14 nervous system that controls pain. Due to his diagnosis of

15 complex pain syndrome, complex regional pain, a subtype of RSD,

16 this would be the treatment, both diagnostic and therapeutic for
'.

1?:. 'his condition.

18 Q. Doctor Thomas, did Mr. pinto eventually undergo radio

19 frequency sympathectomy at your office?
20 A. It took a while to get authorization but we eventually

21 did it. We finally got authorization and did it a while later.

22 Q. Now, Doctor, Botox, what is Botox in terms of medical

23 treatment.

24 A.
~.!

It could be used in many -- as most people know, it

25 could be used for relaxation of a muscle for decreased wrinkles
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but in this case with Mr. pinto he has contractures of his hand.

Q. Well, let me stop you right there. Contractures of

the hand, could you explain please in lay person's term, what

does a doctor mean when he uses the word lIcontracturell?

A. Mr. Pinto had cut nerves and crushed nerves. Due to

this problem along with the damage to the joints and the

tendon~, the hand no longer opens and closes easily. The nerves

had been damaged and the hand sits in a clawhand position. It's

permanently contracted. When the nervous system gets damaged

and no longer knows how to open and close a hand, often half the

nerve is damaged or the other half isn't damaged. This would be

a part a total transection with partial crush of the other

nerves which resulted in a hyperextension of the first few parts

'of the third, fourth and fifth fingers. So bend back and the

fingers claw forward. So he had locked muscles up in his

forearm, his arm and his neck. Due to the cut and damage

crl,lshednerve the nervous system essentially got confused and

can't function properly and where it does function, it functions

to place a patient in a locked position.
The Botox is a way to release the fingers by doing

.injections into the locked muscles. The nervous system is

,confused and it's locking down certain muscles in both bending

back and a bending forward because it doesn't know how to

function any more. Botox is placed into the muscles that lock

in order to allow some relaxation of the hand and that way the
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hand can be opened and possibly •• he has very -- Mr. pinto has

a difficult time grabbing, lifting things because the hand is

always locked forward. This allows him to -- allows him to open

it up a little bit in order to at least have some function with

the first two fingers and it allows him to have less pain.

with that severe muscular contraction all the time,

it's painful. Because if you like hold a fist for like a day, I

don't think anyone could hold a fist for like five minutes until

it just starts to hurt. You don't get into it. On a break, try

it. You can't do it. And that's just one of the levels of pain
he has on a daily basis. By releasing that locked down, he can

.release some of the musculoskeletal joint pain that he has all

the time and approve some of the functions and the injections

were done and they helped quite a bit with that layer of pain.

Q. That was my next question pain question, Doctor. Did

Mr. Pinto eventually undergo a Botox injection procedure?
A. Yes. It took a long time to get authorization but

finally we did and by injecting the medicine into the muscles

that were locked he is able to move the arm more freely, he was

able ~o 'open up the fingers and they still didn't have much

f~ction but at least they weren't in a clawhand. One hand

one finger is totally useless; the others he has minimal

function of the fourth and fifth. After the treatments, h~ has

improved but the treatments only last six to nine months and

then the contractures start coming back.
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1 Q. When you say the treatment offered some help for six

2 to nine months is that the Botox treatment you're talking about,

4 A. The Botox treatment helped about -- he says about

5 30 percent but it helped markedly for opening up the two

6 fingers, about 30 percent of his total pain syndrome and after

7 about the six to nine months the fingers start clawing back

8 again and he loss the ability to hold it in that open position.

9 Both the trigger point injection -- the trigger point injection

the Botox allows the hand to be opened up and last for six to

do a similar function but only lasts for a couple of weeks and
I
. ";

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
" 'f ""

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
."

nine months depending on the patient.
Q. Now, Doctor, getting back for a moment to the radio

frequency sympathectomy, that's when the nerve was burned,

correct?
A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Is that a permanent fix, Doctor? Does it last

':for a particular period of time or something else?
A. That one also last about six to nine months. He had

about -- he described his total pain syndrome about 50

improvement in the pain because his nerve pain was so much more

dominant of the over the muscle pain he valued the nerving

programming as much more helpful. He was able -- the

hypersensitivity to touch anything cold did not cause severe

.pain .',Hewas actually able to use the hand for brief, slightly
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1 longer 'periods of time because any use of touching of the hand

2 Causes severe pain. Even if he uses the first two fingers, the

3 pain gets severely painful, the hand gets severely painful just

4 in the irritation of the nerves and the tendons just because of

5 the complex regional pain syndrome that he has.

6 Q. Doctor, did Mr. Pinto continue to remain under your

7 care after those initial office visits.

8 A. Yes, he did. He followed up for medications and

9 continued to fight for the therapy, the physical therapy, the

10 orthopedic care and the treatments that he needed. It was a

11 very difficult fight to get authorizations for him.

12 Q. Doctor, does your chart indicate the approximate

13 frequency with which the patient continued treating with your

14 office?

15 A. While he was in severe pain, it was approximately

16 "monthly..

17

18

Q.

A.

Thank you.
After he had some improvement from the procedures, he

19 was able to follow up at the -- approximately every three

20 months. When the pain was severe, he's back to a monthly due to

21 the pain syndromes.

22 Q. Now, Doctor, each time Mr. Pinto met with you as your

23 patient you would exam him?

24

25

A.

Q.

Yes.
You would ask him how he's doing?
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1

2

3

A.

Q.

A.

Yes, I did.
And your chart would reflect those findings, true?

A summary of those findings, yes, not everything can

4 be documented in an office notes but the dominant points are

5 reported in a doctor's notes.

6 Q. Okay. And are those summaries available for you to

7 review as needed?

8

9

A.

Q.

Yes, they'reright here.

All right. Doctor, but if I ask you, can you tell us

10 please when you saw the patient -- the accident was in 2006,

11 correct?

12

13
14.

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

move forward.

And you began treating him in 2007, correct?

17 office visit in December of 2007, December 3rd I believe it is?

18

19

20

A.

Q.

A.

Let me find that day.

Okay.
Yes. December 3rd, 2007 I saw Mr. pinto in the

21 office.

22

23

Q.

A.

And did he complain of any pain to you?

His main complaints was left hand dysfunction and

24 severe burning, tingling pain starting in his hand and radiating

25 up into his upper arm and shoulder.
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1 Q. Let me stop you right there, Doctor. What does that

2 mean to you and to your practice when you hear about burning and

3 ..~
that going up the arm from the hand area? What does that mean?

4 What's,wrong with this patient?

5 A. Well, first of all, he rates •• he has an obvious

_~Ji:..
""~t

6 elawhand deformity of his hand but that's not even what he's

7 complaining about. He rates the pain as eight out of ten of the

8 severe, shooting, burning pain. He described it similar to like

9 if you put your hand down a block of ice and just leave it there

10 for a day. It's constant like this, this cold burning, numb

11 ,.I mean, he says the numbness and burning j,sjust incredible.
\

i2, Whenever a patient has that, burning, tingling, often

13 denotes that it's a nerve, •- on the nervous system level of

14 pain. Y.oucan have a pain i~ the bones, the joints, the

15 tendons, the .nerves, the skin, internal organs. This show me

16 that it waS a pain involved with the nervous system.

17 Q. Okay. And, Doctor, you continue to treat him in 2008,

'.~j; 18 .,true?

.. 19 A . Yes.
.. ,' -. .-1. of

20 Q. Would you agree or disagree that you were seeing Mr.

21 pinto in 2008 approximately monthly?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. Doctor, do you have office notes for 2008 with y~u?

24 A. Yes.

25 Q. Okay. March, March 2008. Did you see him then?
,i'l:!L

.,
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1

2

3

A.

Q.

A.

March 13, 2008 I saw him.

And what did the patient complain of?
Patient complained of continued left-hand pain with

4 contractures and severe achy and burning pain. He described the

5 medications that were provided him as helping but he had -- they

6 were helping partially to treat his benefit. We had done
7 therapy, physical therapy and trigger point injections but the

8 benefit from those was fading. It only lasted for a couple of

9 months and now he was having a decreased range of motion of the

10 hand. It was he was having less ability to open it and this

11 would seem to be progressive over the last few months with

12 numbness and burning in the hand. Again, due to this severe

13 nerve pain, we requested the radio frequency cervical

14 sympathectomy to simplify the nerving programming and to calm

15 down that severe burning pain.

16 Q. Doctor, we won't have time to cover each and every

17 single office visit. I'm going to move forward just a little bit

1.8 ,in time. Did you see the patient in November of 2008?

1.9

20

21

A.

Q.

A.

November 24, 2008, yes.
What were the patients complaints at that time?

His complaints are pretty consistent. He described

22 the primary pain as the tingling, weakness, burning, numbness in

23 the left hand. He had continued progressive decreased range of

24 motion because whenever he moved the hand the burning got so bad

.,';.i."
25

~".

the hand would claw down. The burning seemed to be linked to
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1 his muscular contraction. So when the nervous system got

2 activated, the hand would claw down more.

3 He was having a sharp, shooting pain into his hand

4 eight of ten and medications helped some. Medications helped a

5 little, rest helped a little but what made it worse was range of

6 motion, any cold exposure or any touch or any use of the arm.

7 We were still giving him the neuropathic pain medications,

B antiinflammatory medications. We were adding more nerve numbing

:~ medications called Lidoderm patches which are patches that has

10 Lidocaine into the hand itself in order to calm down the severe

11 burning he had and again we were fighting -- we had a court date

12 for -- to get authorization for the nerving programming because

13 the burning continued to get worse and worse and worse.

14 Q. Doctor, did you see the patient again the following

15 month?

16
. .
17

18

A .

Q.

A.

Yes. We saw him for the procedure.

And which procedure was that, Doctor?

We finally -- Mr. pinto finally got with the Court and

19 got authorization for the radio frequency.

20

21

22

23

Q.

A.

MR. BLEECKER: Objection, your Honor.

Just talk about the medical treatment, Doctor?

THE COURT: Sustained.

Okay. We performed the radio on 12/17, 2008. We

2~.performed the radio frequency cervical sympathectomy which is a

25 operating room procedure. The patient is placed on the
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operating room table, sterile drapes, x-ray camera is brought in

over the patient, patient often has some sedation in order to

calm him down. Radio frequency probe, which is a about a 9-inch

needle, is advanced through the skin, passed the blood vessels,

into the nervous system that controls the nerve just adjacent on

the adjacent side of the spinal cord. The sympathetic nerve

system that controls the sympathetic pain or complex regional

pain syndrome or complex neuropathy or RSD. It's all the same.

It's subtypes of the pain syndrome. It's types of this pain

syndrome.
And by putting, placing the probe onto the sympathetic

chain, you emit a frequency of energy called radio frequency

energy. It -- no one understands what radio frequency is but

it's an energy that essentially cooks the nerve. It heats up to

a point that it stuns the nerves so severely that it has to

it canlt function any more. So we put the nerve to sleep. The

best way to describe it is almost like when you microwave an egg

or microwave something it gets that poached look. If you do

this on cadavers, it looks white and pouched. Sometimes you

call it laser or microwave so a patient can kind of figure out

what welre doing. This helped. We did the procedure. He had

immediate pain relief then he followed up a month later.

Q. Doctor, what is diaphoresis?

A. Diaphoresis is used in different ways, usually

sweating or lack of sweating in the hand, part of the basil,
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1 basil motor symptoms of the sympathetic nervous system is

2 responsible for sweating and patients can have, you know, very

3 dry or very sweaty skin as compared to other parts of their body

4 on one side of the hand versus the other.

5 Q. What does that mean to a doctor when you have hand

6 sweating on one side but not the other? What does that mean?

7 A. The nervous system is over -- the sympathetic nervous

8 system is over activated. This is one indication along with

9 modeling -- he had all the signs -- modeling of the skin, color

10 changes, diaphoresis, cold temperature. We did two bilaterally

11 temperature testing. One side was 85 degrees; one side was

12 91 degrees. So he definitely had this syndrome of over

13 activation of the sympathetic nervous system which is the flight

14 or fight mechanism and the body just thinks the hand is being

15 destroyed. Because there was so much damage in the nervous

16 system the body is overacting the sympathetic nervous system

17 which shuts down the hand. It goes cold, very painful, the

18 muscles contracts and the hand essentially stops healing. And

19 if it progresses to a later stage, it doesn't get treated, it

20 can turn into ~ black clawhand.

21

22

23 Q.

MR. BLEECKER: Objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Sustained.

Moving on, sir. Temperature, did you measure

24 temperature of this patient?

25 A. Yes, several times.
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1

2

Q.

A.

And your findings?

Eighty-five. It was almost a lO-degree temperature

3 . difference on one day; on another day, it was a 6-degree

4 difference and that is on the same portion of the hand. The

5 hand should be equal. After 20 minutes in a normal environment,

6 they should be equal. And every time we measure the

7 temperature, there was either a moderate or marketed difference

8 in the temperature between the two hands. We did a -~ we did a

9 special temperature probe. A temperature probe that I s very

10 accurate.

11 Q. And the hand sweating, the diaphoresis, was this

12 observed in the patient.

13

14

A.

Q.

Yes.

Doctor, did the patient report some improvement for a

15 period of time following the radio frequency cervical

16 sympatbetectomy?

17 IL He was very happy after the radio frequency cervical
..... :'
18 sympathetectomy. He reported a 50 percent improvement of the

19 neuropathic pain and also partial improvement of the

20 musculoskeletal pain, the joint, tendon pain. Because without

21 the sympathetic over activation, which was making the muscles

22 lock further making the hand cold, the hypersensitivity

23 preventing from him having any use because any stimulation would

24 cause. severe burning . He was very -- he was very happy for

25' this. He was still having a hard.some time getting
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1 authorization for his medications. And he still -- we wanted to

2 put him on medications to get the benefit that we had and make

3 it, at most, we can get out of which would include medications

4 anti-inflammatories, anti-neuropathic pain medications and

5 muscle relaxants and physical therapy would be the standard of

6 care for what we ask for but we should not get the medications

7 nor do we get the physical therapy authorized at that time and

8 .after--

9

10

Q. Doctor --

MR. BLEECKER: Your Bonor, I move to strike the

11

12

13

14

15.,..:
16

17

testimony about authorization, about going to court.

That's simply incorrect, Your Honor, and I'd like to have a

curative instruction to that fact.

THE COURT: Well, that portion is stricken and

move on at this point.

MR. GASTMAN: Thank you, Judge.

THE WITNESS: 11m sorry.

18 Q. Doctor, the improvement that the patient reported

19 after getting the radio frequency cervical sympathectomy

20 surgery, is that a permanent improvement or something else?

21 A. It usually lasts -- all patients are different -- but

22 it us~ally last six to nine months in a typical patient with a

i3 with complex regional pain syndrome or complex neuropathy.

24

25

Q.

A.

Let move forward to the next year, 20091

Yes.
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Q. You saw the patient in 2009, true?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. How about in the spring of 20091
A. I saw him in May.
Q. How about April?
A. April 14, 2009, yes.
Q. What was the patient's pain level at that point?
A. It was eight out of ten. The block was at that point

wearing off.
Q. And, Doctor, trigger point injections that we spoke of

earlier, did this patient continue to get trigger point
injections over time from your office?

A~ Yes. Due to the clocking of the hand, the clawhand
and the locking of the muscles all up through the right
neurological system, we frequently didn't -- a trigger point
injection. when it was severe, it would be every month. When
it wasn't so bad, it would be every third month approximately.
These are sets of injections that injects a muscle unlocker
called Bupivacaine similar to Lidocaine. Don't think of it as
an anesthesia medicine. It's our strongest muscle relaxer

possible.
We stick the needle into the locked muscle, especially

where there are bulbs or not or tenderization of the ~uscle and
inject medicine. It's a painful injeetion because you're
injecting it into a very tight locked knot but the benefit is
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1 immediate and it has, you know, for him about three to four

2 weeks of improvement allowing the hand to open and allowing the

3 muscles not to be locked up so much.

4 Q. You have anticipated my next question. And the

5 question is is relief obtained from trigger point injections

5 permanent or something else?

7 A. Temporary. It lasts about three to four weeks. Some

8 patient it can last up to four months but with constant nervous

9 system activation, they -- once the effect of the medicine goes

10 away, the nervous system ends up just locking up the muscles

11 again.

12 Q. Doctor, the patient is still presently under your

13 care, true?

14

15

A.
Q.

Yes, he is.
Have you been seeing him -- have you seen him

16 recently?

17 A. Yes. And in 2000 .- I'm looking at 2012 now. Most

18 recent office visit was two days ago actually.

19

20
. .: I

21

22 Q.

MR. BLEECKER: Well, Your Honor
THE COURT: Counsel, he's the treating physician .

MR. BLEECKER: Yes, Your Honor.

Doctor, when you last saw your patient a couple of

23 days ago, what were your findings at that point?

24 A. Findings for the -- the last year and in June were the

25 same for the whole year. It's all the same. The upper

; "',
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1 extremity described as severe burning, sharp, crushing electric

2 pain, with severe pain on grasping objects which shows like an

25

4 fourth and fifth digits of the left hand with complete
.. ,~;

3 electric shooting sensation, decreased sensation in the third,

5, immobility of the third finger, the middle finger. The severity

6 of pain was seven to eight. It was improved by warm weather and

7 again made much worse by any exposure to cold, temperature

8 changes or activation like holding objects in the hand. Be

9 could do so for periods of time, trying to use the hand but then

10 the pain got so severe it could only be a short period of time.

11 Q. Doctor, changing subjects for a moment. Doctor, are

12 you ge~ting paid for your time today?
:;

I.'

13 A. Yes. I would to cancel my office and come here to go

14 over his injuries.

15

16

Q.
A.

How much are you getting paid, Doctor?
I believe it's $5,000 to cancel out my office with all

17 of my office patients and my procedures today.

18 Q. Doctor, approximately, what percentage of your income

19 comes from litigation as opposed to just seeing patients in the

21

22

23

24

A.

Q.
A.

Q.

Very little, 5, 7 percent, just a few patients.

You testify often, Doctor?

Not often.
Okay. Doctor, have I ever called you ever in your

25 whole life to testify for anybody, anywhere before today?
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1 A. No. The first time I heard your voice was last time

2 when YO\l called me to tell me to come to Court. I met you for

3 the first time.
-,;:., . . ;. ;,,:. ,,"."5 .- ~.' f <' •

4 Q. Doctor, you have testified in the past for the law

Office of Gorayeb and Associates?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And approximately, Doctor, how many times

approximately?
A. I don't keep track, five to ten approximating. That's

an estimate. I don't keep track.
Q. And that's since 1995. That's when had you started

practicing medicine?

A. That's right.
Q. Doctor, I want you to assume for a moment that another

doctor is of the opinion that Mr. pinto's injuries and pain in

the fourth and fifth finger are not real?
MR. BLEECKER: Your Honor, objection.

Q. What do you say, Doctor?
MR. BLEECKER: Objection to the hypothetical.

THE COURT: Wait.
MR. BLEECKER: I object to that, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Let's go inside.

(At which time, the proceedings took place in the

robbing room out of the presence of the jury.)

THE COURT: Counsel.
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1 MR. BLEECKER: This is an opinion, not in his

2 medical records and basically we never -- it's not in his

3 records where he ever mentions Dr. Posner who he's talking

4 about. Thatls the other doctor in the case, the only

5 defense doctor. He's calling him now as an expert not as a

6 treating physician.
7 Number 2. He already testified he thinks it's

8 real. So this is a way of asking the same question again.

9 It's just the same question allover again.

10 Thirdly, I would object to the characterization,

11 co~nsel.
12 MR. GASTMAN: Yes, Your Honor. Doctor Gary

13 Thomas is not only a treating physician of the patient who

14 is the plaintiff in this case. My office served two

15 medical narratives a~d in addition to providing an

I6 authorization for his complete medical records and in

17 addition to subpoenaing those records to the courthouse, we

18 also served the notice of expert witness with regard to Dr.

19 Thomas and that exchange is dated April 27, 2010.
20 I believe that the heart of the defense case is

21 that the fourth and fifth fingers are -- it's a fake. I

22 believe that is the thrust of Dr. Posner's testimony that

2? is expected and I was asking what I thought was a straight

24 forward question about what this doctor, the treating

25 doctor, thinks about the fourth and fifth finger.
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THE COURT: Well, not as to real. You have to
rephrase then you're allowed to inquire. Because that
is -- this doctor is not coming back for rebuttal to
whatever testimony Dr. Posner is going to say and my
understanding is that is the claim, the medical position
taken by defense counsel. Itts just the way you have to
question this doctor as to the injuries.

MR. GASTMAN: I shall rephrase.
THE COURT: Not whether it's a real injury or

not. That's not the way you do it. The form of the
question definitely is objectionable.

MR. BLEECKER: It is my position he can't ask him
about any other doctor's opinion.

THE COURT: I don't think he said any doctor. He
just mentioned in general, a hypothetical, that he can do
because that's what's going to come in. He didn't say the
doctor but that's exactly what's going to come about. He's
not going to bring Dr. Lenzo or Dr. Thomas back. That is
what he is going to testify to. He has a right to at least
challenge it while the doctors are here on the stand.

MR. GASTMAN: I will rephrase the question to
THE COURT: You got to rephrase that question.
MR. GASTMAN: I shall.
MR. BLEECKER: Note my exception. He's giving an

opinion about another doctor. k
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THE COURT: Hels not giving an opinion of another

doctor. He's giving an opinion of the injury.
MR. BLEECKER: He already has given an opinion to

the injury.
THE COURT: He's going to ask about the other two

fingers.
MR. GASTMAN: You heard about the hand. Now,

you'll hear about the fingers.

THE COURT: Right.
(Continued on the next page ...)
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I (Whereupon, the following proceedings take place

2 on the record, in open court, in the hearing and presence of

30

3

4

5

6

the jury:)

MR. GASTMAN: May! proceed, Your Honor?

THE COURT: Yes. Rephrase the question, please.

MR. GASTMAN: Thank you.

7 Q Doctor, you've been treating the patient for

8 approximately five years now. True?

9

10

A

Q

Yes, that's correct.

Do you have a medical explanation for why hels feeling

11 pain in the third finger of the left hand?

12

13

14

A

Q

A

Yes.

Please tell us?

Damaged nerves and joint arthropathy, tendon

15 contractures. Muscle spasms due to the crush injury to the

16 .nerves and subsequent inability to move around, the complex
.,;

17 neuropathy, a subtype, complex regional pain syndrome. In

18 extreme form, some people may be aware of reflex sympathetic

19 dystrophy. A subtype of the syndromes that I talked about.

20 Q Doctor, is there a medical explanation for why Mr.

21 pinto reports pain in the four finger of the left hand?

22

23

A

Q

Yes.

Is it the same as you just indicated or something

24 else?

25 A The same. Damaged nerves. Complex neuropathy.
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Doctor what is your medical explanation as to why Mr.

31

2 Pinto has pain in the fifth finger of the left hand?

3

4

A

Q

The same. Crushed nerves, complex neuropathy.

Doctor, do you have an opinion~ that you can express to

.\'",,:

,,,': ~"'

5 a degree of reasonaPle medical certainty, with regard to whether

.6 the problems in plaintiff's hands are from the accident?

7' . A In my opinion, and from all the evidence that I have

8 seen, the injuries, the problems, the arthropathy, neuropathic

9 pain, the complex pain syndrome is due to the accident in 2006.

10 Q When you took a history of the patient, from the

11 beginning, did you inquire to make certain there were no prior

12 injuries to the left hand?

13
.'j,': t'.,..

1~,

15

A Yes, I did. There were no prior injuries.

Q And what did you learn?
... -/~

A There were no prior injuries to the left hand.

16

17

18

19

20
, , 21

, ;,;"

22

23

24

25

Q Okay.
Doctor, do you have an opinion that you can

express with a degree of reasonable medical certainty with

regards to whether the pain that Mr. pinto has now is

permanent?
A It's been six years trying to-- five, six years trying

to treat him. We've tried all the known treatments.
With treatment he has partial improvement but at

this point this pain would be considered permanent and

contractible pain syndrome and contractures and joint

'., "
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1 arthropathy. These are permanent in nature and they will not

2 resolve. The arthropathy will progress and get worst. The

3 complex regional pain syndrome often gets worst unless it's

4 treated on a regular basis.

5 Q Doctor, I apologize but I want to ask a question and

6 get an answer. Do you have an opinion, that you can express with

7 a degree of reasonable medical certainty, as to whether Mr.

8 Pinto's condition will get worst over time?

9

10

A

Q

In my opinion it will progress and get worst over time.

Doctor do you have an opinion, that you can express

11 with a degree of reasonable medical certainty, as to what
',.

12 medical care Mr. pinto will need for pain management in the

13 future?

14 A Yes, I do. Mr. pinto will need the care, essentially

15 what we provided extended and an on-going treatment plan. This

16 is what he's needed and this is what is benefited him and this

17 is the standard of medical care for his type of injuries and

18 syndromes.
~.;

19
"'I.'

Q Doctor, could you approximate for us, please, with a

20 degree of reasonable medical certainty, the approximate future

21 medical costs for Mr. pinto with regard to pain management?

22

23

24 A

MR. BLEECKER: Note my objection, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Overruled.

Yes. Basically he needs the care that he's received. I

25 have summarized it so I can give all the numbers. Correct.
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1 Basically helll need continued physician

2 management. Hels been seen every month to every three months,

3 depending on how severe his pain syndrome is. And right after

4 the treatments, on average, helll need to be seen approximately

5 every other month by pain management specialists to prescribe

6 the medications to get authorization for the procedures to

7 organize physical therapy and to monitor his condition, monitor

8 the joint arthropathy and see if any other treatments would be

9 needed. This would be the office visits at two hundred dollars,

10 approximately one every other month. This would be for a life

11 time duration.

12 The medications helll need are the medications

13 hels been using. To simplify, an antiinflammatory medication, a

14 narcotic pain medication, a nerve pain medication, a neuropathic

15 pain medication and muscle relaxer. The approximate cost for

16 this is five hundred dollars. When I added up the medications

17 this would be once per month for a life time duration.

18 He continually takes about four medications on a

19 regular basis that costs about five hundred dollars. He'll need

20 to see the orthopedic doctor--

21 MR. BLEECKER: Objection, Your Honor.

22 Now hels telling us how much itls going to be for

23 the orthopedist?

24

25 Q

THE COURT: Overruled.

Please, continue, doctor.
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1

2

3

4

A

Q

A

Answer?
THE COURT: You may.

Please, continue.
You can ask the orthopedic doctor what he recommends

5 but helll need to have orthopedic follow-up for joint

6 arthropathy and joint fractures and degeneration of the disk .

.7 This will need to be followed and given subsequent care

8 according to the orthopedist. Three hundred dollars

9 approximately, once every four months for a lifetime duration.

10 He needs special injections. Injections in the

11 disks, in the fingers and wrist. This would be for when the

12 fingers get arthritic. They're-- he already has a joint

13 arthropathy. This will progress on several of his joints. The

14 joint is bone on bone with severe crepitus. When forced to move
.~1 •

15 the,joint is locked.
16 By injecting, as needed for exacerbation of his

17 problems, steroid for hot and inflamed joints and lubrication

18 for arthritic joints, when the joint gets-- has severe crepitus.

19 This will be approximately for the Orthovisc injections and

20 steroid injections. We do them in combination. Five hundred

21 .dollars per set of injections to the fingers. Approximately

2~, ~hree injections every two years is what I would guess for a
"

23 life time duration.

24

25

MR. BLEECKER: Objection, Your Honor.

Guess?
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1

2 Q

THE COURT: Sustained.

Doctor, your opinion must be with a degree of

3 reasonable medical certainty. Ple~se tell us what that is with

4r~gard to that medicine?

5

6

THE COURT: With regards to the injection?

MR. BLEECKER: He just indicated it was a guess--

7 THE COURT: Counsel, please.

8 Now, doctor, it has to be with a reasonable de9ree

9 of medical certainty as to the injections.

.;r..
• • I~_'.~'

10

11

Q

A

Please, continue.
In my opinion he will need the Orthovisc and steroid

';::~
12 i~jections, the steroid and/or Orthovisc are often done

13 together, approximately three injections every two years for
I

14 exacerbations of the crepitus and inflammation of the joints of

15 his hand.

16 Q Doctor, what about the radio frequency cervical

17 sympathectomy?

18 A That's one of the most important procedures he needs.

19 'This is one that gives him the most benefit.
Li '

The radio frequency cervical sympathectomy

1,:,

21 provided him dramatic benefit that has lasted even longer than

22' the expected nine month benefit. This would be the costs for the

23 procedure, would be two thousand dollars plus a thousand dollars

24 for the anesthesiologist and two thousand dollars for the

25 hospital costs, for the equipment, the radio freqUency machine,

.•..1

...;.....
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1 the nurses, the sedation. He need approximately one injection--

2 o*e procedure every two years for the life duration. This is a

•••• -......... .,' .. ;< 3....u,,>.p,;,,, ..pnservatiY,.e.estimate.
L;:,~;;,l,)'. ;; ,

4 If he has any exacerbations that could be more but

5 at this point that's what I would estimate. This is with medical

6 certainty he will need that. He continues to need'physical

7 therapy. Helll need physical therapy--

36

8 MR. BLEECKER: Objection, Your Honor. Hels now

9 talking about the costs of another--

10 MR. GASTMAN: This is for pain management.
THE COURT: This is for pain management.

12 Overruled.

13

14
15

16

Q

Q

Doctor--
MR. BLEECKER: objection--

THE COURT: Noted.

Does physical therapy provide some measure of pain to

17 ~ome patients?

. ::',~:::~:~':-~
' .••.•• " . .\.0.••

'.. 'IS', .~. A I prescribe-- I perform this in my office, with a

19 therapist, and itls in my speciality to treat and this is a

20 treatment for pain management.

21 He needs to have that hand stretched. Out, he

22 needs to have strength maintenance, desensitization procedures.

23 Especially after the Botox and the radio frequency cervical

24 .sympathectomy the hand needs to be stretched out and utilized.
r; ...

2,5; If he doean I t wake the hand back up and use the hand you
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1 wouldn't get the full benefit from the radio frequency cervical

2 sYmpathectomy and the Botox it will stay clawed. with the Botox

:_ :iifF:~'i,!W_;':c- f ,~' :i:~dthe':rad,iofrequency cervical sympathectomy he will be able
4 to remaximize the benefit from that.
5 He'll-- with a reasonable degree of medical

6 certainty he'll need physical therapy approximately twice a

7 month for a life time duration with condensing of that therapy

8 in periods of exacerbation or after procedures.

10

Q

A

How about the Botox, doctor, the Botox injections?

The Botox injections are necessary to treat his

11 contractures, arms, forearm and the associated muscles up in the

12 nerve system off the hand. This will be approximately fifteen

13 hundred dollars, approximately once every eighteen months for a

14 life time duration.

15 Q Doctor, thank you very much.
16 The other attorney may have some questions for you

17 -after which I may have a few follow-up questions. Thank you for
. I ,~. '18 :'".yourtime.

19

20

21

THE COURT: Weill take a five minute break.

MR. BLEECKER: Thank you.
THE COURT: Before we do the cross examination.

22 Ladies and gentlemen, we'll take a five minute

23 break at this time.

24
:.~

(Whereupon, the jury exited the courtroom.)

(Whereupon, the following proceedings take place
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 . J.

9

on the record, in open court, out of the hearing and

presence of the jury:)
MR. BLEECKER: May I see the doc~~rs chart?

,THE COURT: Sure.
Doctor, please provide your chart.

(Whereupon, a recess was taken.)

THE COURT OFFICER: Jury entering.

(Whereupon, the following proceedings take place

on the record, in open court, in the hearing and presence of

38

10 the jury:)
1,:

11 THE COURT: Please be seated. You may cross

12 examine.

13 CROSS-E~INATION

14 :BY MR. BLEECKER:

THE COURT: Yes.

A I assume so.

A That's correct.

MR. BLEECKER: Thank you.

Yes.

First of all, let's go just to your recent

Q And you saw him on June 24th, 2009. Correct?
A

MR. BLEECKER: May I inquire, Your Honor?

Q And 2008. Is that correct?

testimony. You saw the plaintiff in 2007. Is that correct?

Q Doctor Thomas, I have looked through your chart.

l,~~,;'
f

16

17

18

19

20

21
oJ.-;

22 .."\

..,:",
:i3

,

24

25
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1

2

3

Q

A

Q

You could check your records, doctor. please.

Checking. Yes, June 24th, 2009.

All right.
4 And thereafter you saw him on February 18th, 2010.

5 Is that correct?

6

7

A

Q

Yes.

All right.
8 That's a gap of seven months, approximately?

9 Correct, doctor?

10
11

12

13

14

15

.•.
.• I~

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

Yes. Due to the IME--
Is that correct, doctor?

Yes. There was a--

That's all I'm asking. Is that correct?

That's correct.

Okay.

,.';-~,

16 And, then, after seeing him on February 18th, 2010

17 you saw him on January 19th, 2012. A period of twenty-three

18 months later. Is that correct?

19 A 1'hat's correct.
.c

20- . Q Okay.

21 So for two years almost he didn't see you.

22 Correct?

23 A That's very true.

24 Q So for two years he didn't get any monthly injections,

25 any injections every three months, any surgery.
.j' ~
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1 You've only performed the one surgery. Is that

2 correct, the radio frequency cervical sympathectomy--
3 MR. GASTMAN: Objection to form. That was five

4 questions, Judge.
S MR. BLEECKER: I'll break it down.

6 THE COURT: It was. One question at a time,

7 counsel. Then allow the witness to answer.

S Q How many radio frequency surgeries has he had?

9 A The patient"s had one.

19, Q One.
11 A He could not get authorization for anymore.

12 MR. BLEECKER: Objection.

13 THE COURT: Overruled.
14 Q And that's since 2007 to date, a period of-- my math is

15 bad, five years. He's only had one of those surgeries, correct?

16 A One was authorized. That's correct.
17 Q And in two years before February 18th to January 12th,

18 he didn't corneback to your office seeking further medical

19 treatment. Is that true?
20 A Office visits were not authorized during that time

21 period and he did not see me. That is correct.
22 MR. BLEECKER: Your Honor, I would request that

23 the Court admonish the witness to answer the question

24 directly.
2'5 MR. GASTMAN: Objection .
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7 Q

THE COURT: Is it a yes or no question, doctor?

THE WITNESS: Yes?

THE COURT: Can you answer it yes or no?

THE WITNESS: He didn't ask yes or no.
THE COURT: Then there you go. That's his answer.

MR. BLEECKER: All right.

Yes or no, for two years, twenty-three months, he

8 didn't get the daily-- the monthly injections, the quarterly

9 injections, the quarterly this, the quarterly that, he didn't

10 get any of that stuff. Right?

11

12

13

14

MR. GASTMAN: Objection to form.

THE COURT: Sustained to form.

MR. BLEECKER: Is it too many questions?

THE COURT: Is it this or is it that, I don't know

15 what is it this or is it that is .
. -1 , ~ (

16 Q He didn't get the course of treatment that you

17 described he's going to need in the future, he didn't get that

18 for two years, almost twenty-three months, is that true?

19 Can you answer that true or no?

20

21

A

Q

True.

Thank you.
22 And is it correct, as Mr. pinto testified, that he

"23 was referred to you by the offices of Mr. Gorayeb, his attorney,

24 his plaintiff's attorney in this case, is that a true

25 statement?
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1

2

A

Q

Yes, it is.

All right.
3 And you testified up to ten times for Mr.

4 Gorayeb I s offices at court. True?

5 A Not ten times. No. Probably ten times total.

6 Approximately, five to ten.

7 Q Didn't you say five to ten times a few minutes ago,

8 under oath?

9 A My answer was how many times have I testified in

10 general, about five to ten times, and approximately for Mr.
11 Gorayeb's I donlt know how to say his name, only a portion of

12 that. Maybe a third of that.

13

15

Q

A

Q

Only thirty?

A third. One-third.

Oh.
16 And how many times have you looked at patients

17 that were referred to you by Mr. Gorayeb's office?

18 A I donlt know. Approximately twenty over a fifteen year

19 period.

20

21
.; ..

Q Okay.
And let me ask yo~ this, now I looked at your

22

23

24

2S

~. '.

chart. Are there any--
What is the study called where they hook you up to

a machine with electrodes and you get a printout. Tell the jury

what that is?
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1 MR. GASTMAN: Objection. That assumes there's

2 only one of those in the whole world.

3

4

5 Q

THE COURT: Sustained.

MR. BLEECKER: All right.
Is there such a thing as nerve conduction studies where

6 you hook people up to a machine and see whether people have a

7 problem with conduction in their nerves? Is that correct,

8 doctor?

9 A There is a study called-- there are different types of

10 neurologic tests. You seem to be mixing up terminology in your

11 question .

12,

13 doctor?

14

THE COURT: Do you understand his question,

THE WITNESS: I can't answer the question the way

15 you're asking. If you could simplify it or ask one study at

16 a time instead of meshing all the studies together, I could

17 answer questions better.

18 Q Is there any electronic diagnostic tests using a

19 machine and electrodes present in Mr. Pinto's chart?

20

21

22

A

Q

That's a yes or no.

I don't recall any at this time.

All right.
23 So no tests, using an electrical machine with

24 electrodes to conduct electric conduction was done on Mr. Pinto,

25 to your knowledge. Is that a true statement?
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1 A I don't recall any nerve conduction. It wouldn't be

2 appropriate in this patient. An EMG could be done. I don't

3 recall if an EMG was done.

4

5

6

Q

A

Q

Look at your chart. Was any EMG done?

+ don't recall any at this time.

r don't want you ~o rely on your recollection. Would

7 you look through your office notes and tell this jury whether an

8 EMG study was done on Mr. pinto?

9 A I don't have any knowledge of it being done.
/1'l:

10 Q There was none in your notes. True?

11 A I don't think I have any in my notes.

12 Q So it wasn't done, as far as you know?

13 A I donit have all his medical records. I don't know if

14 this study was done. I don't have any copy of it nor was it

15 shown to me that I can recall.

16

17

Q Okay.
And you also mentioned a radiculopathy in some of

18 your reports; is that correct?

19

20

21

A

Q

It's a type of nerve pain.

All right.
Did Mr. pinto go for what is called an MRI for

22 radiculopathy? You know what a MRI is, right?

23

24

25

A

Q

Do you know what an MRI is?

Perhaps. I don't tell the jury what an MRI is.

THE COURT: Counsel, look. I don't want this back
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2

3

Q Doctor--

THE COURT: Everyone gets treated with respect in

4 this courtroom. Okay. And that's the way I want it.

5

6

7

8

Q

A

MR. BLEECKER: okay.
THE COURT: Thank you.

Doctor Thomas, please tell the jury what an MRI is?

An magnetic resonance imagine study. Three dimensional

9 slices through the body in order to determine the different

10 tissue damage and changes to those tissues. It's a study that

11 was requested for this patient several times and it was never

12 authorized for the cervical spine.

13 Q So was, to your knowledge, any MRl actually performed

14 on Mr. Pinto ever as a result of this accident? According to

15" your notes or anything you know?

16

17

A

Q

I don't believe an MRI was performed.

Okay.

18 All right.
19 And is it correct that you were sent the report,

20 one of the reports of Doctor Cozman, the lME physician for the

21 defense?
'"

22
"0'.

A I have several reports of doctors. I have one here. I

23 think it was Posner. Posner?

24

25

Q

A

Posner, correct?

Martin Posner?
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3 in front of me.

4

5

Q All right.
~d it was faxed to you by the office of Mr.

6 Gorayeb, plaintiff's attorney. Correct?

7 A I don't recall.
8 Yes, it appears to be faxed over by Mr. Gorayeb's

9 office. A lot of--

10
11

Q Okay.
And did youthen-- does the fax say please have

12 Doctor Thomas review the defendant's IMi?

" ~.

13

14

A

Q

Hold on. Yes.

Okay.
15 And did you call up the attorneys for the

16 plaintiff after reviewing that report?

17

18

19
20

A

Q

A

No.
Okay.

Do you know why they sent it to you?
': '
It's part of the medical record. They sent me a lot of

21 the hospital-- it was their job-- they were the ones sending me

22 the hospital records, the different medical records that I

23 couldn't get directly from Doctor Lorenzo or Doctor Kaplan. The

24 doctors that was working in conjunction to treat Mr. pinto.

I:.".,

25 Q I'm sorry.
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1

2 A

Could you get records from Doctor Lenzo?

I talked to Doctor Lenzo. He sent records over, a

3.couple of sheets in the initial-- when I first saw him.

4 I talked to him on the first office visit and

5 maybe once or twice subsequently with regard to the complex

6 sympathetic pain syndrome.

7 Q Did Doctor Lenzo ever tell you whether Mr. Pinto was

8 fully compliant with his physical therapy referrals?

9 A

10 Q, ,
, "'~

11

We did not discuss that.

Okay.

And IME. The letters IME, they stand for

12 Independent Medical Examination; is that correct?

13

14

15

16

A

Q

A

Q

That's correct.

It's not the treating physician; is that correct?

That's correct.

And, sir, you make your living providing pain

17 management services; is that true?

".~~;._;-~ ...• - 18

19

A

Q

Yes.

All right.

20 And the more pain management services you provide,

21 the more income that comes into you office, isn't that true

22 also, sir?

23 A Yes.

MR. BLEECKER: I have no other questions. Thank

25 you, sir.
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THE COURT: Any redirect?

2 MR. GASTMAN: Yes, Your Honor. Thank you.

3 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

4 BY MR .GASTMAN :

5

6

Q Doctor, can you tell us, please--

Even better, exactly when did Mr. pinto get that

7 Botox injection from your office? 2009, when?
MR. BLEECKER: Not proper subject for redirect,

9 Your Honor.

10

11

THE COURT: Sustained.
MR. GASTMAN: Your Honor, sidebar. I'm getting

12 right to it.

13 THE COURT: He didn't cover the Botox. You know

14 what, overruled. You did go into all his injections and all
>~

15 his treatment and all. Overruled.
'"..16 Q Doctor, you were asked about what defendants described

17 as a gap in treatment.

18

19

A

Q

Yes.
Just tell us, please, when did Mr. Pinto get that Botox

20 injection in 2009?

21 A

'.'22 Q

23'

24 2009?

25 A

Let me review my notes here.

Was it May 13th?

Have a look for yourself, doctor. Was it May 13th,

I believe it was in the middle of 2009.
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1

2

Q

A

Letls make sure. Was it in the middle of 2009?

May 13th, 2009 he received the Botox into his hand and

3 forearm.

4 Q And approximately how long would you expect to get

5 relief from that injection?

6

7

8 a~~

9

A

Q

A

Patients vary from six to nine-- four to nine months.

Was it any great surprise that you didnlt see him for

After the sympathectomy and Botox he had improvements.

10 He had refills on his medications. He had some improvement and

11 he was able to function without intensive care.

12 Q Doctor, you were asked about certain nerve studies such

13 as NCV and EMG. Do you do those studies in a pain management

14 office?

15
',. I,.

A I don't do them in my office. I request them with other

16 .diagnostic studies but due to his~~

17 Q Doctor, I just want to know if you do them in your

18 office?

19
20

21

A

Q

No, I donlt.

Okay.

Well, doctor, if there were no nerve studies done

22 how did y,ou know what Mr. Pinto IS problem was? How do you

23'Hgure it out?

24 A The simple x-rays on the first fracture and the

25 location of the crush injury define where the nerve damage was.
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1 There was no diagnosis dilemma where the broken nerve was, and

2 it's not a test used to diagnose the complex regional pain

3 syndrome. It's contraindicated in that-- for that diagnosis.

4 It's against medical advice to even have it for complex regional

5 pain syndrome.

6 Q Now, the complex regional pain syndrome that you.ve

7 been describing to us, did you measure things about Mr. Pinto

8 that matched that problem?

9 A Yes. He had extensive objective evidence of the basal

10 motor, neurologic symptoms. All of his symptoms matched

11 perfectly and along with the diagnostic block with the

12 sympathectomy which provided dramatic relief of the basal motor

13 symptoms was diagnostic for complex regional pain syndrome or

14 complex neuropathy versions of RSD.

15" Q So if 11m following you, doctor. The fact that Mr.

16 pinto responded to the cervical sympathetic surgery and the fact

17 that he responded to the Botox confirmed your diagnosis. True?

18 A Yes, that is correct. It confirmed diagnosis of complex

19 regional pain syndrome and contractions of the arm. Organic

20 contractions.

21 Q Doctor, you were also asked if your file contained

2~ medical reports from other doctors. Correct?

23

24

A

Q

Yes.
The defense asked you about that. He asked about one in

25 particular, Doctor Posner. Correct?
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A Yes that's correct.
Q He didn't ask you about other medical reports you look

at, did he?
A No, he did not.
o Doctor, are you aware, have any other physicians seen

Mr. pinto and have confirmed your neurologic finding?
MR. BLEECKER: Objection, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Sustained.
MR. GASTMAN: Your Honor, at this time I move the

Workers Comp records into evidence--
MR. BLEECKER: Objection, Your Honor. Objection,

Your Honor.
THE COURT: Sustained. Sustained.
MR. GASTMAN: Your Honor, may I do that later,

move the records in?
THE COURT: You can move any records in at the

proper time, counsel. Not at this time.
MR. GASTMAN: Okay.

o Doctor, any surprise that you were provided with
medical reports from the lawyers who sent the patient to you,
any surprise there?

A That's normal. That's a standard function of being-- of
the office getting medical records, treating the patient for a
case like this.

Q Would it also be standard for you to call the lawyers
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1 on the other side of the case and ask them for their doctor's

2 report, is that how you get them?

4 sameone's office compiles the records and gathers them all and
3 A

5 gets them to where they need to go.

6 Q Doctor, you treated Mr. Pinto for his pain from this

1 accident in 2001, did you not?

A Yes.

A Yes.

A Yes.

THE COURT: Any recross?

MR. GASTMAN: Doctor, thank you very much.

And you've seen him recently as well? ,

Yes.

2008, yes?

Yes.

2009, yes?

Yes.

2010? Yes?

Q

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q You did treat Mr. Pinto for the pain from this accident

2000-- I apologize-- 2007, yes?

8

9

10 in
",: ,,:~

11
"

"
';,1

12

13

14

15

16

11

18 j"' •

19

20

21
22 MR. BLEECKER: Very briefly, Your Honor.

23 RECROSS-EXAMINATION

24 BY MR. BLEECKER:

25 Q ,Just so lIm clear, it was one visit in 2010 and two

','
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Thank you.
Ladies and gentlemen, at this time we're going to

break for lunch. Weill have another witness for this

afternoon. So please be back here, since it is sort of an

extended lunch hour, please be back here at two o'clock.

Okay.
Remember you have heard some of the evidence but

you have not heard all of the evidence. Please keep an open

mind until you hear all the evidence, you hear the

summations from the attorney, my charge to you on the law

and, more importantly, you get this case for full

deliberations. No independent research on any matter you've

heard thus far so keep an open mind until deliberations.

With that enjoy lunch and I will see you back here two

o'clock sharp.
(Whereupon, the luncheon recess was taken.)

(TRANSCRIPT CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE.)
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A That's correct.

MR. BLEECKER: Okay. Thank you.

THE COURT: All right, doctor. You may step down.
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